SECTION 1

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON HOMAX® SPRAY & SET™ WALL TILE ADHESIVE

SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive offers you a faster and easier way to set wall tile. It is an ideal alternative to traditional thinset and mastic adhesives in many tiling applications. To achieve optimum results, please read this information carefully.

APPLICATION & SINGLE CAN COVERAGE

- Up to 4” x 4” ceramic and porcelain tile – 35 sq. ft.
- 6” x 6” or larger ceramic and porcelain tile – 30 sq. ft.
- 4” x 4” smooth backed stone – 40 sq. ft.
- 6” x 6” or larger smooth back or 4” x 4” textured back stones – 35 sq. ft.

USES & LIMITATIONS

SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive works with structurally sound natural stone, ceramic and porcelain tiles of consistent thickness with an even, flat backing.

Special projects, including mesh-backed tiles and stones, tiles longer than 8”, mosaics and other non-traditional tiles, require additional adhesive application. In addition to adhesive applied to the wall surface, adhesive should be back-buttered (applied to the back of the tile).

SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive cannot fill voids or fix problems with irregular tiles, stones or walls.

To test stones and tiles for compatibility, place them on a flat surface. If tile can be made to rock, it is not suitable for use with SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive.

SPRAY & SET™ Wall Tile Adhesive is not for use with loose slate, hollow back tile, ceramic accessories or handholds. It is not for use in showers and tub surrounds or for floors or overhead/ceiling surfaces.

To bond properly, wall surfaces must be dry, solid, flat, and free of rust, loose paint, old adhesive residue, wax, curing compounds, sealers, hardeners, oil, and any other materials that could interfere with the bonding of the adhesive.

Sheet rock should be primed and/or painted with latex paint, not oil-based paints.

SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive is intended for interior use only, and must be stored and used at room temperature.

If you have questions or comments please contact us.
Call 1-877-235-9733 or e-mail custsvc@sprayandset.com

Now, you can start and finish tiling jobs in just one day.

Be sure to read all directions twice.

SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive is ideal for ceramic and porcelain tile, and can also be used with mesh-backed tile.

Immediately after spraying. 30 minutes after spraying.
This is what a properly sprayed wall will look like immediately and after 30 min.
HELPFUL HINTS
Here are some tips to make tiling your backsplash or walls easier with SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive.

For Special Applications

- Tiles larger than 6" x 6" will require more adhesive. See the directions in Section 10 “Additional Applications” for details.
- SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive will not work as a patching or leveling product for tiles or damaged or uneven walls – for these situations, you should consider using thinset or mastic.
- For mosaics or irregular shaped tile and trim products, apply SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive normally to the wall and apply an additional light coating to the back of the tile (back buttering).
- Over joints and in corners where there may be slight surface irregularities, apply an additional light coat to the back of the tile.
- Do not use SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive on slate or hollow back tile. See the video for a demonstration on testing for flat tiles and stones.

Be sure tile and wall are clean, dry and free of dust or other particles.

- It is essential that you thoroughly clean and wipe the wall and tiles to achieve the strongest bond.

While applying SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive, be sure to hold the can 18” to 24” away from the wall.

- This allows the product to fully expand for maximum strength and coverage.
- It allows you to more easily control the application and achieve an even spray pattern.
- Watch the video on our website for a demonstration.

Wait 30 minutes after applying adhesive or until the adhesive can be touched without transfer to your finger.

- This brief waiting period will allow an instant bond of the tile and prevents slippage.
- It provides maximum strength for the adhesive.
- Please note that high humidity or a heavy application will extend drying time.
- After thirty minutes, test the adhesive by lightly touching it with your finger – if there is no adhesive transfer to your finger, you can begin tiling.
EASY APPLICATION CHECKLIST

Be sure to follow these steps during application:

- Thoroughly clean and dry the wall surface and tile backs.
- Mask off your work area to protect from overspray.
- Make certain the SPRAY & SET™ Adhesive is at room temperature when applying.
- Use only tiles and stones that lay flat on the wall without rocking (be sure to test your tiles before setting).
- Shake the can and pull safety tab to begin application.
- Spray at an arm’s length from the wall (18”-24”).
- Spray in a circular, even pattern.
- Let dry for at least 30 minutes and until the wall passes the touch test.
- You can begin grouting one hour after setting tile.